
Squatting That Sticks

A guide by Dr. Talia Trapuzzano Eubanks,PT,DPT,SCS,ATC



Recently started my own business in Pittsburgh, PA area!!

We believe in:

“Lifelong health, Elite performance”

Gymnasts treating gymnasts, on-site where they train

Shout out to my partner gyms: Jewarts, Xcel, Gymsport, and All Star Athletics



Mission:

1)Engage and influence the culture- Education

2)Know the problems before the “crisis”- Injury prevention

3)Address the interruptions- Injury rehabilitation and return to sport

4)Create patterns of time, moments, milestones- Performance enhancement

5)Live without regrets

6)Never give up!



Squatting Technique
Single most important functional movement in all sports:

1) Handle loads of landing (and avoid unnecessary 
deductions with landings)

2) Generate power effectively

3) Avoid injury! 

How can we correct?



1. The Best Part..
You can do it yourself in the gym!

➔ Assess

➔ Corrective exercise

➔ Watch it stick!



How many tests do you 
need to do, and how 
will you know how to 
correct?



There are 2 simple 
tests that your 
gymnast can perform
(With a little help from me and some cheat sheets!)



1) Double Leg Overhead 
squat

SL squat (each leg) Tip
Don’t wait till the end of 
the presentation to give 
the bottom line. 

Reveal your product or 
idea (in this case a 
translation app) up front.



Alignment!!!
Proper Overhead Squatting:

➔ Feet- -squeeze glutes,  toes may 
naturally point out, approx 5 deg

➔ Knees -avoid collapsing in, knees 
should be aligned in middle of foot

➔ Hips- slight hip hinge

➔ Spine- NEUTRAL!! Ribs tucked in

➔ Breathing!!!- stomach expands and 
then brace

➔ Arms- by ears, elbows straight



Limiting Factors
➔ Lack ankle mobility

➔ Lack hip mobility
➔ Lack shoulder mobility

➔ Lack core strength- includes 
hips, abdominals, low back 
and scapula/shoulder blades

➔ SLS- additional factor of 
foot/ankle stability, more 
core stability needed



Lack of ankle mobility
-can’t squat deeper, knee translates 
forward

-feet turn outward or flatten

Test-toes 5in from wall, knee should 
be able to touch

Test-prop heels, squat normalizes

Tip
Tell the audience about 
the problem through a 
story, ideally a person. 



How to fix
Foam roller calf

Use of stick with calf on stretch 

(knee straight, ½ kneel)

1 min stretch foot propped on wall (knee 
locked and unlocked)

Self mobilization with band

Activate anterior tibialis/foot flexors

Integrate with single leg reach with foot 
forward 10-15 controlled reps
Story for illustration purposes only



Lack of hip mobility
“Butt wink”- butt tucks under
Test- Straight leg raise, foot flexed, passive and 
active
Excessive low back arch
“Folding” or forward trunk lean
Test- one knee to chest, foot should be flat on 
floor, knee bent to 90, aligned under hip (not out)
Knee(s) rolls in

Lack of hip 
mobility



Lack of hip mobility
“Butt wink”- butt tucks 
under/low back rounds

Test- Straight leg raise, 
foot flexed, passive and 
active



Lack of hip mobility
Excessive low back 
arch
Test- one knee to 
chest, foot should be 
flat on floor, knee bent 
to 90, aligned under 
hip (not out)



Lack of hip mobility
Asymmetrical weight shift

- may be due to recent injury

- limited inner thigh mobility on side 
of shift

- limited ankle mobility opposite 
side



How to Fix:
Butt Wink- 

Foam roller glutes, hamstrings

Active HS with band in front of hip 90/90 
stretch, straight leg raise, knee to chest, 
glute stretch

Engage hip flexor with seated march, 
active cobra for LB muscles

15reps, 2sec hold, 4sec lower



How to Fix:
Excessive arch/Folding:

Ball psoas (line bt belly buttom and hip 
bone)

½ kneel hip flexor stretch with band

Activate glute and abs

15reps, 2sec hold, 4sec lower

Integrate: wall squat with overhead 
press



How to Fix:
Asymmetrical Weight Shift:

Ball to TFL (muscle at front of hip)

Foam roller opposite inner thigh, 
hamstring

Active inner thigh stretch, ½ kneel stretch 
and reach (TFL)

Activate: Ankle mobility, glute activation

Integrate: wall squat to overhead press



Shoulder mobility
Test- lying on back, arms overhead, 
arms come up when knees bent to 
chest



How to fix:
Ball to pecs/chest

Foam roller lat (side of body)

Stretch lat

Engage scapula/shoulder blades 
with prone elbow lift (hands behind 
head)

15reps, 2sec hold, 4sec lower

Integrate: wall squat with overhead 
reach



It’s no surprise that many gymnasts can perform a 
double leg squat fairly well, but inevitably fail on a 
single leg squat (SLS) assessment!

SLS assesses core 
strength, balance 
and overall control



Stability!!!
Possible compensations include:

➔ Knee moves in

➔ Hip hikes up

➔ Hip drops down

➔ Torso rotates inward

➔ Torso rotates outward  



Why these compensations? 
(*will ignore knee falling inward since would 
address similarly*) 
Mostly due to a lack of core stability: 
1) Hip hiking is a compensation for hip 

weakness and core stability 
2) Hip drop is due to glute weakness 

and over active adductor/inner thigh 
muscles  

3) Inward trunk rotation due to lack of 
core stabilty and strength of 
obliques and glutes 

4) Outward trunk rotation due to lack 
of core stabilty and strength of 
obliques and glutes



Single Leg Squat
How to fix? 
1) Core stability  
- Deadbugs 
- Quadraped arm and leg 
- Front, Side, and Back Plank progressions (SLS position) 
1) Balance techniques 
- Singe leg balance  

- Eyes closed (30sec) 
- Vary surfaces 
- Manual perturbation (push them around) 
- Arm reach 



In Summary
➔ Milestones  

This blue print should help your 
kids stick it! And avoid injury

➔ What’s next? 
Performing these movement 
assessments in the gym and 
integrating these basic patterns 
into conditioning- especially in 
the summer when patterns need 
reset after working thru injuries

f 

Take Away Point: 

- If you don't have a 
medical provider in 
your gym, this is a 
simple way to begin 

Check it out: NASM 
Overhead Squat 
Assessment Table 



Good luck!
I hope you’ll use these tips in your 
gym to help your kids  achieve a 
sound foundation of this basic, 
functional movement.
For more about helping your 
gymnasts  stick it! Injury prevention, 
or your interested in having me help 
you in your gym,, check out our 
website, Facebook page, or contact 
me via phone or email!

Dr. Talia Trapuzzano Eubanks, PT, DPT, SCS, ATC 

412-303-9957 

apttalia@gmail.com
www.artisticpt.com

mailto:apttalia@gmail.com
http://www.artisticpt.com

